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The court composed of: sophia A. B. AKUFFo, President; Bernard M.

NGOEPE, vice-President; G6rard NIYUNGEKO, Fatsah ouGUERGouz,
Duncan TAMBALA, Elsie N. THOMPSON, sylvain oRE, E! Hadji GUlssE,

Ben KIOKO, Kimelabalou ABA, Judges; and Robert ENO, Registrar.

Pursuant to Article 22 of the Protocol to the African Charter on Human and

Peoples' Rights, on the establishment of an African Court on Human and

Peoples' Rights (hereinafter referred fo as "the Protocol") and Rule 8 (2) of
the Rules of coutt (hereinafter referred to as "the Rules"), Justice

Augustino S. L. Ramadhani, Member of the Court of Tanzanian nationality,

did not hear the Application.

ln the matter of

Frank David Omary and Others

Represented by Advocate Pius L Chabruma - Counsel

V

The United Republic of Tanzania

Represented by:

Ms. lrene F. M. Kasyanju
Ambassador and Assistant Director of Legal Affairs Unit
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and lnternational Cooperation
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Mr. Nixon N Ntimbwa
Principal State Attorney and Director - Constitutional Affairs and Human
Rights
Attorney General's Chambers

Ms Sarah Mwaipopo,
Acting Director - Principal State Attorney
Division of Constitutional and Human Rights.
Attorney General's Chambers

Ms.Nkasori Sarakikya
Principal State Attorney
Division of Constitutional and Human Rights.
Attorney General's Chambers

Mr. Gabriel Malata
Principal State Attorney
Assistant Director - Litigation
Attorney General's Chambers

Mr. Mark Mulwambo
Senior State Attorney
Attorney General's Chambers

Mr. Richard Kilanga
State Attorney
Attorney General's Cham bers

Mr. Benedict Msuya
Second Secretary/Legal Officer
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and lnternationar cooperation
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After deliberations,

Renders the following majority ruling

I- SUBJECT OF THE APPLICATION

1- The Court was seized with an Application entitled Karata Ernest and
others v. Attorney General, dated 16 January 2012, and signed by
Mr. Ahmad Kimaro, on beharf of a group of ex-emproyees of the East
African community (hereinafter referred to as ,,the 

Applicants,,),
against the United Republic of Tanzania, (hereinafter referred to as
"the Respondent").

A. THE PARTIES

2. The Applicants are all nationals of the Respondent state . on 2T
september, 2013, the court amended the name of the Appricants
from Karata Ernest and others to Frank David omary and others.

3' The Respondent is a State Party to the African Charter on Human
and Peoples' Rights (hereinafter referred to as ,,the charter,,) as welt
as the Protocol . The Respondent has also made the declaration
required under Articre 34(6) of the protocol, recognizing the
jurisdiction of this Court to receive cases from individuals, and NGOs
with observer status before the African commission on Huma
Peoples' Rights (hereinafter referred to as,,the commission,,)

ltr
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4. At its 27th Ordinary Session, the Court decided to amend the tiile of
the Application, by substituting the United Republic of Tanzania as
the Respondent for the Attorney General, who had originally been

cited by the Applicants as the Respondent. (see infra paragraph 35)

B. FACTS OF THE CASE AS PRESENTED BY THE APPLICANT

5. According to the Apprication, on 1T May 1gg4, following the
dissolution of the East African Community (hereinafter referred to as
the "EAC"), the Presidents of ranzania, Uganda and Kenya signed a
Mediation Agreement which required, among others, the payment of
reparations on the assets and liabilities of the EAC, as well as the
pensions and benefits of the ex-employees.

6. The Applicants allege that in 2003, due to the failure of the
Respondent to implement these commitments, they seized the High
court of ranzania, but on 20 september 2oos, the case was
withdrawn after they concluded an amicable settlement, endorsed by
the Court, with the Respondent.

7. The Applicants argue that they repudiated this amicable setflement
because it was not fully respected by the Respondent.

8. The Applicants also claim that after being seized of the matter
following the repudiation of the amicable setlement, the High Court
"found out that there were two groups of Applicants and advised each
group to prepare its payroll list, of which at the end they would
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their sum to get a single sum, and that was done. To that effect, the
lawyers of the two sides prepared a joint affidavit and proceeded to
other measures".

9. The presiding Judge in the High court named the two groups of the
ex-employees, 5,598 in number, as List 3A and List 3A1. The
Applicants belong to List 3A1.

10

11

The Applicants aver that in the High court, the Respondent
challenged the statement of claim submitted by the two groups
under the pretext that the stated amount had already been paid to
them' They claim that their Counsel refuted these assertions by the
Respondent, noting that onry transport ailowances, of the entire 15
items in the Deed of setflement had been paid. They argue further
that the Respondent courd not show proof of any other payments
made.

. According to the Appricants, Justice Mwaikugire rater recused
himself from the case, and Justice Utamwa was appointed to handre
the case, and to make a decision on the possibility of issuing the
Applicants with a certificate of payment, on the payments which they
had to receive from the Respondent. The Applicants claim further
that in December 2010, Justice Utamwa dismissed the case i

rapidly conducted trial, on the grounds that it was incom nt
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Given the tension generated by the case nationally, the court of
Appealof ranzania, in accordance with section 4(3) of the Appellate
Jurisdiction Act, cap 141 R.E.2ooz, took up the matter and rendered

a decision in which it declared that the High court had been properly

seized to issue the Certificate requested, and ordered that 1;re matter
be re-examined and disposed of by another Judge of the High court.

13. According to the Applicants, the case was assigned to Justice
Fauz Twaib. They claim that when they appeared before Justicb
Twaib, their colleagues listed under List 3A adopted a different
approach. According to them, their colleagues submitted an amount
which was higher and requested the Judge to substitute it for the one
which had been taken into account by the court of Appeal.

12

14 ln his judgement dated 23 May 2011, Justice Fauz Twaib
dismissed the application entirely, on the grounds that there was no
outstanding amount to be paid.

15. The Applicants aver further that following this decision, they left
the Courtroom in anger but stayed in front of the Court premises.

They later sent their representatives to see the Chief Justice of
Tanzania to direct them as to the way fonruard.

16. According to the Applicants, while waiting for the answers, the
Respondent sent an elite force of the Tanzania Police to disperse
them. Pandemonium ensued since the complainants wanted to leave
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the court premises only after the chief Justice gave them a hearing.

At this stage, the special policemen started to beat them severely, by

using police batons while spraying them with itching water.

The Applicants claim that several persons were injured,
amongst them, a man aged 80 and a lady of more than 75 years old,

both of whom were ready to testify before this Court.

18. The Applicants allege that in June and July 2011, their
colleagues on List 34 applied for teave from the High Court to file an

appeal before the court of Appeal, in order to file their new
application in place of the initial one. This application for leave was
denied on 14 December 2011 on the grounds that it was not
submitted within reasonable time and that it contained procedural

errors.

C. ALLEGED VIOLATIONS

19. The Applicants allege that the non-payment of their entire
pension and severance benefits by the Respondent, based on the
Mediation Agreement of 1984, is a violation of provisions of the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights (hereinafter referred to as ,,the

Declaratior"), in particurar, Article T on the right not to be
discriminated against, Article 8 on the right to an effective remedy,
Article 23 on the right to work and just pay, Article 25 on the right
adequate standard of living and Article 30 on the state duty not

17
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engage in any activity or to perform any act aimed at the destruction
of any of the rights and freedoms set forth in the Declaration.

20. Without mentioning any particular provision, the Applicants also
allege that the brutality and humiliation they endured at the hands of
the police is also a violation of the Declaration.

21 . ln its Response dated 6 March 2013, the Respondent denies
Applicants' claim that it has violated their rights. The Respondent
objects to the application of the Declaration in this case. With respect
to the allegation of police brutarity, the Respondent avers that ,,the

Government has not violated any human right of the Applicants nor
has it committed any brutal acts to them. The police only discharged
their duty of preserving order and peace without causing any harm to
the Applicants...".

D. RELIEF SOUGHT

22. ln their originar Apprication dated 16 January 2012, their
submission of 30 March, 2012, as well as their Reply to the
Respondent's Response, the Applicants pray the court to:
- "Declare that the Respondent violated Articles T, g,23,25 and 30

of the Declaration, to which the Respondent is a signatory.
- Declare that the Applicants were not paid ail their claims by the

Respondent.

certify to the Applicants payment of severance allowance with

+st

effect from 1 October 2009
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order that the Rule of Law be reinstated and the Respondent be

ordered to pay the amounts approved by the court of Appeal,'

call on the court of Appeal of ranzania to issue a decision to
facilitate these payments.

Draw the attention of the Respondent on the need to desist from
the use of force and humiliation against citizens who only wish to
exercise their legitimate rights.

Pay compensation to the victims of police brutality;

Declare the Deed of Setflement nul! and void,

23 ln its Response dated 6 March, 2013, the Respondent prays

the Court to declare that:

"As a preliminary, it should not have been seized with the matter for
want of compliance of admissibility criteria stipulated under rule 40
sub-rule 1-6, as well as articre 6(2) of the protocol...and article 56 of
the Charter.

The Application has not invoked the jurisdiction of the court.
The Application be dismissed in accordance with rule 38 of the Rules
of Court".

24 The Respondent also prays for the following orders with respect
to the merits of the Application:

"That the Government of ranzania has not violated articles 7, g,23,
25 and 30 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights,
consequently, no compensation/reparation should be awarded to th
applicants.
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That the applicants were paid all their claims by the Government.

That the Deed of Settlement was and is still valid.

That there was no police brutality committed to the applicants by the

Government of ranzania, consequenfly, no compensation should be

awarded to the applicants.

That the cost of this application be borne by the applicants.

Any other relief(s) the Court may deem fit to grant,,.

II- PROCEEDINGS BEFORE THE COURT

25. The Application, dated 27 January,2012, was accompanied by

what the Applicants considered to be evidence of exhaustion of local

remedies.

26. By email of 8 February , 2012, the Applicants applied to the
Registrar of the Court for legal aid. The Registrar replied by letter
dated 10 February 2012, indicating that the Court did not have a legal

aid programme and that staff members were not allowed to represent
parties.

27. By letter dated 30 Aprir, 2012, the Registry requested the
Applicants to show how the Application meets the requirements

under Rule 34 of the Rules.

28. By letter dated 1 1 May, 2012, the Applicants fonruarded to
Registry a series of documents, including judgments.

11 -&,ba
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29. By letter dated 2g June, 2012, the Registrar requested
additional information with respect to the Application, . in particular,
evidence of exhaustion of locat remedies in relation to the allegation
of police brutality. ln the same letter, the Registrar also requested that
the said information should be submitted to the Registry of the Court
within thirty (30) days from the date of receipt of the notification.

30. By letter dated 16 July 2012, the Applicants submitted what
they considered to be evidence of exhaustion of local remedies with
respect to the allegation of police brutality.

31. By letter dated 10 october, 2012, the Registry notified the
Respondent of the Application, pursuant to Rule 35(2Xa) of the
Rules. ln accordance with Rule 35(a)(a) of the Rutes, the Respondent
was requested to indicate the names of its representatives within
thirty (30) days and pursuant to Rule 37 of the Rules, to respond to
the Application within sixty (60) days, from the date of receipt of the
notification

32 By letter dated 10 october, 2012, the Registry informed the
chairperson of the African Union commission (AUC), pursuant to
Rule 35(3) of the Rules, of the receipt of the Application.

33 By letter dated 25 october,2012, Mr. Ernest Karata and six
others informed the Court that he has tearned that a civil suit in his
name was before the African court, as the Application before this
court is said to be connected to civil case No. 95/2003. He
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that as legal representatives in Civil Case No. 95/2003 which was stil!
pending before the High court at the time, they had not filed any case
nor authorized any one to file any case on their behalf, before this
Court.

34. By letter dated 13 December, 2012, the Registry notified the
Applicants of Mr. Karata's letter of 25 October, 2012.

35. By letter dated 1T December, 2012, the Registry informed
Counsel for the Applicants that at its 27tn Ordanary Session, the Court
decided to amend the title of the Respondent from Attorney Generat
to the United Republic of Tanzania, and in view of that decision, the
Application will read as Application No.001/2}12-Karata Ernest &
Others v. The United Republic of Tanzania.

36. By letter dated 17 December, 2012, the Registry re-fonnrarded

to the Respondent, the Chairperson of the AUC and Counsel for the
Applicants, the application and all annexes thereto.

37 . By Note Verbale dated 30 Janua ry 2013, the Respondent fired
preliminary objections to the Application and the list of the names and
addresses of its representatives in re

pursuant to Rule 35(a)(a) of the Rules.

ication,
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38. By letter dated 1 February 2013, the Registry notified the

Applicants of the Respondent's Preliminary objections, and invited

the Applicants to file their Reply, if any, within thirty (30) days of
receipt of the notification.

39. By letter dated 'l 8 Febru ary 2013, the Applicants submited their

comments to the preliminary objections raised by the Respondent.

40. By letter dated 21 February 2013, the Registrar fonararded to

the Respondent the Applicants' response to its preliminary objections,

and requested the Respondent to file its comments, if any, within

thirty (30) days, from the date of receipt of the notification.

000329 ,

41 By Note verbale dated I March 2013, the Respondent

submitted to the Registry, its Response to the Application, pursuant

to Rule 37 of the Rules.

42. By letter dated 12 March 2013, the Registry transmitted the

Respondent's Response to the Applicants, and invited the latter to fite

its Reply within thirty (30) days of receipt of the notification.

43- By letter dated 4 April 2013, the Applicants filed their Reply to
the Respondent's Response, incruding a request for the said

Response to be expunged from the proceedings as time barred.

44. By letter dated 9 April 2013, the Registry forwarded the Re

of the Applicants to the Respondent.
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45- By letter dated 3 July 2013, the Registrar notified the parties of
the close of pleadings.

46 By letter of 2 october, 2013, the Registrar transmitted to the
parties, the court order amending the name of the Applicants to
Frank David Omary and Others.

III- PRELIMINARY OBJECTIONS RAISED BY THE RESPONDENT

A- objection to the ratione materiaejurisdiction of the court

47. According to the Respondent, the Applicants based their
Application on Articles T, 8, 23, 2s and 30 of the Declaration. The
Respondent submits that, pursuant to Article 3(1) of the protocol ,,the

jurisdiction of the Court shall extend to all cases and disputes
submitted to it concerning the interpretation and application of the
charter, this Protocol and any other relevant human rights
instruments ratified by the states concerned,,. lt avers that these
provisions give the Court the jurisdiction to deal with matters
concerning the violation of human rights instruments mentioned
therein provided these instruments have been ratified by the
government of Tanzania.

48. The Respondent submits that a direct and detailed analysis of
the Application reveals that it does not concern the interpretatio
application of any human rights instrument ratified by Tanzania.

I\ft 15
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49. The Respondent argues that the Application therefore does not
fall within the provisions of Article 3(1) of the Protocol and Rule 26 of
the Rules, and concludes that this Court should declare itself
incompetent in terms of its ratione materiaejurisdiction.

B- objection to the admissibirity of the Application due to non-
compliance with Rule 40 of the Rules of Court

50. According to the Respondent, the Application should be
declared inadmissible because it is at variance with conditions of
admissibility under Rule 40 of the Rules, read together with Article 56
of the African Charter.

1.) The identity of the Appticants - Articte 56(1) of the charter

51 The Respondent raises an objection to the admissibility of the
Application on the grounds that the real identity of the Applicants is
not known, contrary to Article 56(1) of the Charter.

52. The Respondent submits that the Application before this Court
is brought under the name of Karata Ernest and Others v. Tan zania,
but the same was signed by other persons, not including Karata
Ernest himself. The Respondent argues that the Application is based
on Suit No. 95/2003, bearing the title Karata Ernest and Others v.
Attorney General, which was pending before the High court
Tanzania. The Applicants allege that Mr Karata had i
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court by letter of 2s october, 2012 that "as legal representatives in

the civil case No. g3/200s, which was then pending in the High
court of ranzania, they have never filed any case nor have they
authorized anyone to file a case on. their behalf or in thelr name.
Further that they informed the court that they are not party to the
Application No. 00112012 currenily pending before the court, and that
they have therefore exonerated themselves of any legal liability
connected to Application No. oo1l2o12, as it may prejudice their
desire to do so when a need arises. That their letter to the Court has
been written on behalf of 17,746 Ex EAC employees in court record
and all other Tanzanians who were employees of the defunct East
African Community... ".

53. The Respondent submits further that the attempt by the
Applicants to amend the name of the Application is not a proper way,
as, according to the Respondent, "a defective Application cannot be
cured by an amendment". They submit that ,,the best way is for the
Applicants to withdraw their Application and start afresh if indeed they
are serious in pursuing this matter,,.

54 The Respondent concludes that "based on the foregoing, w€
submit that, going by the letter from Karata Ernest and others, there
is currentl

name...".

v ending in the African Court bearing the same
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2.) Compatibility of the Application with the Constitutive Act of the
African Union and the Gharter - Article s6(2) of the Gharter

55. According to the Respondent, the rights mentioned in support
of this Application are only enshrined in the Declaration. lt argues
that by failing to cite the provisions of the Constitutive Act of the
African Union (hereinafter referred to as "the Constitutive Act,,) or the
Charter, "the Applicants are inviting the Court to deal with an issue
which falls outside of its competent jurisdiction".

3.) Application based exclusively on information disseminated from
the mass media - Article 56(4) of the Charter

56. The Respondent argues that regarding the allegations of police

brutality, the Applicants' claim is based on news disseminated
through the mass media. According to the Respondent, no proof of
physical violence was adduced.

4.) Exhaustion of local remedies - Article s6(5) of the charter

57. The Respondent argues that the Applicants have neither
exhausted local remedies in relation to their claim for compensation
nor have they tried to exhaust local remedies in relation to alteged
Police brutality.

58. On claims for compensation, the Respondent avers that after
the dismissal of their application by the High court in May 2011,
Applicants filed an application for leave to appeal before the Court

4( 18
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Appeal on 6 June, 2011. According to the Respondent, the

application was struck out for procedural errors and the Applicants

later filed another application, this time for an extension of time by the

High court, to file an appeal. The Respondent claims that this

application was also struck out with cost to the npplicants on 11

october 2012, and that they filed another application for the

extension of time to appeal.

59. Regarding allegations rerating to police brutality, the

Respondent argues that the Applicants showed no proof that the
presumed victims sued the government in the domestic Courts. The
Respondent also argues that a letter produced by the Applicants was

baseless.

5.) Reasonable time - Article 56(6) of the Charter

60. According to the Respondent, the judgment to dismiss the

Applicants' compensation claim was issued in May 201 1 and the
Applicants seized this court only in January 2012, eight (g) months

after the pronouncement of the judgment. Regarding the alleged

Police brutality, the Respondent argues that the facts took place on

13 october 2010, whereas this court was seized in January 2012,
that is, one (1) year and three (3) months after the alleged violence.

It adds that even if the Court does not give an indication of what
should be reasonable time, the commission, as well as other
bodies, recognized a six (6) months period as reasonable time

19
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61 The Respondent consequently calls on the Court to declare the
Application inadmissible both with respect to alleged violations
relating to the claim for compensation as well as that of police

brutality.

lv- POSITION OF THE APPLICANTS WITH REGARD TO THE
PRELIMINARY

RESPONDENT

OBJECTIONS RAISED BY THE

Arguments against objections raised under Articte s6 of the
Charter and Rule40 of the Rules

1.1 ldentity of the Applicants

62. The Applicants on their part submit in their Reply to the
Respondent's Response that "the Applicants in the present
Application are not claiming to represent all the ex-EAC employees...
The Applicants in the present Application are not claiming any
mandate from Karata Ernest and his colleagues. so it is not
understood why Karata Ernest and his colleagues are pulling out and
dissociating themselves from the present Application. The proper
case from which they could pull out would be Civil Case No. 93/2003.
But this case was extinguished by the Deed of setilement. For this
reason to rename Application No. oo1t2o12 as Frank David omary

0002r?

and Others v. The

quite proper".

nt of the United Republic of Tanzania is
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2.1 Exhaustion of Iocal remedies

63. According to the Appricants, to date, there is no issue pending

before the High Court concerning the Civi! suit No. g5/2003, that is,

the Application deposited by the ex-employees of List 3A, for an
extension of the time to appear. They argue that on 1 1 octob er 2012,
the said application was struck out and the Applicants ordered to pay
cost' They aver that it was the second time that an application from
the former employees listed on List 3A was struck out by the High
Court.

64. On the exhaustion of local remedies relating to police brutality,
the Applicants, without substantiating, simply cite their letter of 16
July 2012 to this Court. tn the said letter, the Applicants relate the
facts which led to the intervention of the Police, describing the scenes
of Police brutality and submitting a list of persons who were injured as
a result of this brutality, and the humiliation they suffered.

65 The Applicants claim further that the process at domestic level
has been unduly prolonged. They claim that since the signing of the
Mediation Agreement in 1984, both Kenya and Uganda have setiled
the claims of their citizens, but the Respondent has not

21
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3) Other admissibility requirements

66. The Applicants do not make any submission with respect to the

Respondent's objection to the compatibility of the Application with the

Constitutive Act and the Charter (Article 56(2), the Application being

exclusively based on information disseminated by the mass media
(Article 56(4), and the Application not being filed within reasonable

time in accordance with Article 56(6) of the Charter.

V. APPLICANTS REQUEST TO EXPUNGE RESPONDENT'S

RESPONSE FROM THE PLEADINGS

67. The Applicants submit that the Response of the Respondent is

time barred, having been submitted contrary to the provisions of Rule
37 of the Rules. Rule 37 provides that "The State Party against which
an Application has been filed shalt respond thereto within sixty (60)

days provided that the court may, if the need arises, grant an

extension of time".

68. The Applicants claim that the Respondent's Response was filed
on 1 1 March 2013 instead of 7 March 2013, and that the Respondent

did not apply for leave for an extension of time. They th
on the court to expunge this Response from the pleadings.

(w
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VI- ANALYSIS BY THE COURT

A. Jurisdiction

Court's J u risdiction ratione materiae
a

000e1{
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69. Respondent submits that the Court lacks jurisdiction to hear this

Application as the Applicants have cited only provisions of the

Declaration and no provision of the Constitutive Act or the Charter.

The Respondent argues further that Article 3(1) of the Protocol limits

the jurisdiction of the Court to deal only with human rights instruments
"ratified by the States concerned".

70. Article 3(1) of the Protocol confers on the Court the jurisdiction

to hear all cases concerning alleged human rights violations. This
Article states as follows: "fhe jurisdiction of the Court shalt extend to

a// cases and dispufes sub mitted to it concerning the interpretation
and application of the Chafter, this Protocol and any other relevant
human rights instrument ratified by the Sfafes concerned'. lt should

be noted that Article 3(2) of the Protocol further empowers the Court
to decide on its jurisdiction. lt provides that "ln the event of a dispute

as fo whether the court has jurisdiction, the court shalt decide,,.

71. The issue at stake in this Application is to determine whether or
not, the Universal Declaration is a human rights instrument for the
protection of human rights to be taken i

meaning of Article 3(1) of the protocol.

23
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72. The Court first of all recalls that the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights is a resolution adopted by the United Nations General

Assembly. The Court notes further that even though the Declaration

is one of the prime human rights instruments whose objective is to
protect the rights of individuals, it is not ratified by States.

73. The Court recognizes however that although the Declaration is

not a treaty that should be ratified by States for it to enter into force, it

has attained the status of customary international law and a grund-

norm.7 lt represents the universal recognition that basic rights and

fundamental freedoms are inherent to all human beings, inalienable

and equally applicable to everyone, and that everyone is born free
and equal in dignity and rights.2 lt was proclaimed as the common

standard of achievement for all peoples and all nations, and over the
years, has inspired the development of human rights instruments at

national, regional and global levels. one such instrument is the

charter. Article 60 of the charter empowers the court to ',draw

inspiration from international law on human and peoples' rights,

particularly from the provisions of various African instruments on

human and peoples' rights, the charter of the United Nations, the
Charter of the Organizatio n Unity, the Universal Declaration

of Human Rights, ...".

'Jorge E. SSnchez-Cordero Grossmann, "Promoting human rights as an international policy for worldpeace", Mexican Law Review. Number 2 Januarv - June 2009.

2www.un.orq/en/docum
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74. lt is true that Rule l4(4) of the Rules provide that the
Application "shall specify the alleged violation". Howeyer, there is no
insistence with regard to a formal indication in an application of the
instrument from which the provision of the alleged violation is based.
The Court therefore rules that reference by the Applicants to the
Declaration to allege a violation has no effect on its jurisdiction as
long as the alleged violation is also provided for by a treaty ratified by
the State concerned.

75. The Court has the power to exercise its jurisdiction over alleged
violations, in relation to the relevant human rights protection

instruments ratified by the Respondent.

76. The Court notes that all the rights alleged by the Applicants to
have been violated by the Respondent, are guaranteed in the
Charter, notably: the right not to be discriminated against (Article 2
and 3), the right to an effective remedy (Article 7), the right to work
and fair remuneration (Article 1s), the right to Iife and personal

integrity (Article 4); and with respect to the lnternational Covenant on
Economic, Social and cultural Rights (lcESCR) which the
Respondent ratified on 11 June 1916, the right to an adequate
standard of living is guaranteed under Article 1 1.

77 The Court therefore rules that it has jurisdiction ratione
materiae to hear the case and overrules the Respondent,s objection
to its jurisdiction

25
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ii. Gourt's Jurisdicllon ratione personae and temporis

78. The parties did not address the Court on these.two aspects of
its jurisdiction. Rule 39(1) of the Rules however requires the Court to
" ... conduct preliminary examination of its jurisdiction and the
admissibility of the application in accordance wjth articles 50 and 56

of the Charter, and Rule 40 of these Rules,,.

79. ln conformity with Rule 39(1) of its Rules therefore, the Court
will proceed to examine its jurisdiction ratione personae and ratione
temporis.

80. With respect to its personal jurisdiction, the Protocol requires
that a State against which an action is brought should not only have
ratified the Protocol and the other human rights instruments

mentioned in Article 3(1) thereof, but should also, with respect to
applications from individuals, have made the declaration required
under Article 34(6) of the Protocol, recognising the jurisdiction of this
Court to hear cases from individuals. ln the instant case, the status of
ratification of African Union lnstruments indicates that the United
Republic of ranzania became a party to the protocol on 7 February
2006, and deposited the declaration under Article 34(6) on 29 March
2006. The Court also observes that the Applicants, all nationals of the

the Court holds

00031J,

Respondent State, are individuals. On

that it has jurisdiction ration personae.
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81. Regarding the ratione temporis jurisdiction of the Court, it is

important to make a brief summary of the origin of the procedure. On

I May 2003, the ex-employees of the defunct East African

Community seized the High Court ol Tanzania to o6tain the execution

of commitments made by the Tanzanian government within the

framework of a Mediation Agreement in relation to the payment of

their pension and other benefits. on 20 september 2005, the

Applicants withdrew the matter from the High Court after reaching an

amicable settlement with the Respondent. on 15 october 2010, the

Applicants seized the High court to compel the Respondent, this

time, to honour the amicable agreement reached with the latter. On

27 January 2012, they seized the African Court on the issue of the

non-execution of the amicable settlement which had been filed with

Tanzanian courts since october 2010 as stated earrier.

82. The court notes that according to the Applicants, the non-

execution of the agreement was tantamount to a violation of their

rights which they were pleading before the Court. The Court is of the

view that the alleged violations which are said to have resulted from

the non-payment of their benefits and compensation is situated from

October 2010, when the High Court was seized of the matter for the

first time. The Court also notes that the police brutality alleged by the

Applicants is said to have been committed following the j gment ofd

the Court on 23 May 2011.
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83. The Court further notes that both the alleged violations which

resulted from the non-payment of their compensation benefits and the

alleged police brutality took place after the ratification of the Protocol

(7 February 2006) and the making of the declaration under Article 34

(6) of the Protocol (9 March 2O1O) by the Respondent.

84. On these grounds, the Court concludes that it has the ratione

temporisjurisdiction to hear the matter.

B. Admissibility of the Application

85. The court recalls that every Application has to meet the

requirements under Article 56 of the Charter, read joinily with Article

6(2) of the Protocol. Article 56 of the Charter provides that
"[Applications] relating to human and peoples' rights ...shall be

consideredif...", and then goes on to enumerate seven (7)

requirements that must be fulfilled for an Application to be admissibte.

Article 6(2) of the Protocol on its part provides that " The Court shatt

rule on the admissibility of cases taking into account the provisions of
Article 56 of the Chartef'.

86. The Respondent claims that six of the requirements under
Article 56 have not been met by the Applicants. lt must be stated at

this juncture that the seven requirements under Article 56 are

cumulative, thu of them is not met, the Application not be

admissible.
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87. The court will now proceed to analyse the arguments put

forward by the Respondent in this regard.

1.) ldentity of the Applicants

88. Article 56(1) of the Charter provides that Applications shall
"lndicate their authors even if the latter request anonymity". The

Respondent submits that the Application before this Court is brought

under the name of Karata Ernest and Others v. Tanzania, and not the

Applicants.

89. The Court admits that the Application was filed in the name of

Karata Ernest and Others. However, the Court amended the name to

Frank David omary and others. The fact that Karata Ernest

dissociated himself from the Application does not render the identity

of the other Applicants void.

90. The court therefore rules that the Applicants have been
properly identified and thus the Application com ies with the

requirement under Article 56(1) of the Charter.
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2.) compatibility of the Application with the Gonstitutive Act of
the African Union and the Charter

91. Article 56(2) of the Charter provides that Applications "Are

compatible with the [Constitutive Act of the African Union] or with the

present charter". According to the Respondent, the Application

violates the applicable rules of admissibility because.it only cites

provisions of the Declaration and does not cite provisions from either

the Constitutive Act or the charter. on this issue, the court has

already stated that its jurisdiction is not adversely affected by the

reference made to the Declaration in this Application, and that it will

look at the violations alleged by the Applicants to determine its
jurisdiction.

92. As indicated earlier, the Respondent has ratified the Charter

and other UN human rights instruments, including the lcESCR. To

this end, the Court notes that all the provisions of the Declaration

alleged to have been violated by the Respondent have corresponding

provisions in the Charter.

93. The fact that the provisions of the Charter are not specifically

mentioned in an Application does not mean the Application is

inadmissible, as long as the rights alleged to have been violated are

guaranteed in the Charter o

ratified by the state concerned

ra r human rights instrument
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94- The Court holds therefore that the objection raised on the

compatibility of the Application with the Constitutive Act and the

Charter is unfounded and is hereby overruled

3.) objection to the admissibirity of the Application on the
grounds that it is based exclusively on news disseminated
from the mass media

95. Article 56(4) of the Charter requires that Applications "Are not

based exclusively on news disseminated through the mass media".

The Respondent argues that the Applicants have included pages

from newspapers as the only proof of allegations of police brutality,

thereby basing their Application exclusively on news disseminated

from the mass media. The Court observes that the Applicants did
provide excerpts of newspaper clippings to support their afiegation of
police brutality. lt notes that the production of these newspaper

excerpts by the Applicants has as its only objective to support the
allegationswhich they made in the Application.

96. lt should be added that apart from the newspaper clippings, the
Applicants submitted to the court, the names of persons who they
claim were both witnesses and victims of the alleged brutality, some
of whom were hospitalized as a result of the alleged brutality, and in
their letter of 16 July 2012, to the court, the Applicants bed the
scenes of the alleged police brutality which occured
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97 The Court therefore holds that the Application is not exclusively

based on news from the mass media and overrules the objection.

4.) Exhaustion of local remedies

98. One of the requirements for admissibility mentioned under
Article 56 is exhaustion of local remedies. Article 56(5) requires that
applications relating to human and peoples' rights shall be

considered, if they". ..are senf after exhausting locat remedies, if any,

unless it is obvious that this procedure is unduly prolonged,,.

99. ln its judgment in Tanganyika L9w society and rhe Legal and
Human Rights Centre & Rev. Christopher Mtikita v. The tJnited

Republic of ranzania, consotidated Application 009/2011 and
011/2011, para 82.1, the court ruled that "remedies envisaged in

Article 6(2) of the Protocol and Article 56(5)of the Charter are judicial

remedies as they are the ones that meet the criteria of availability,

effectiveness and sufficiency that has been elaborated in

jurisprudence". lt is for the court therefore to ascertain if the
Applicants have exhausted local remedies or whether they were
faced with a procedure that was unduly prolonged.

100. With respect to the current Application, there are two questions

this Court is called upon to determine in relation to exhaustion of local

remedies. The first is whether or not the Applicants have exhausted
local remedies with respect to their ctaim for compensation. The
second is whether or not they have exhausted local remedies with

:
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respect to their claim of police brutality. The Court will consider each
of them separately.

101. Regarding alleged violations relating to claims for
compensation, the Applicants maintain that they have exhausted
local remedies and argue that no action concerning them is pending
before Tanzanian Courts. The Respondent argues on the other hand
that the Application before this Court is still pending before the
domestic courts of the Respondent state, and therefore the
Applicants have not exhausted Iocal remedies.

102. lt is important at this stage to recount the judicial actions that
have taken place at the domestic level.

103. According to the material submitted to this Court'by the parties,
on I May 2003, one Ernest Karata and six others, on behalf of
themselves and ex-employees of the defunct EAC, instituted Civil
case No. 95 of 2003 before the High court of ranzania. on 20
September 2005, as a result of out of court negotiations, the parties
reached an amicable setflement, and signed a Deed of setflement.

104. The preamble to the Deed of setttement provides, among
others, that "...and whereas in the course of negotiations it was
realized that the number of all former Tanzanian employees of the
defunct East African Community were not only the plaintiffs but a total
of rhirty one Thousand Eight Hundred rhirty one (31, g31), whom

Sw
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the Government has decided to pay them all according to the terms
and conditions of this Deed of Setflement,,

105. Paragraphs 2 and 3 of the Deed of Setflem*rt are worth
quoting here. Paragraph 2 provides that "...the plaintiffs agree'to
withdraw all claims contained in the High Court Civi! Case No. g5 of
2003 against the Defendant...".paragraph 3 provides that ,,... the
Defendant agrees to pay the plaintiffs, and all former Employees of
the defunct East African community who are not party to this case,
all their aforesaid claims, according to their individual records and
such payments shall constitute final settlement of all claims arising
from the Tanzanian ex-employees of the defunct East African
Community. Be it understood that upon payment of these claims the
Defendant shall have no other liabilities of whatsoever nature to the
Plaintiffs and any other persons arising from their employment by the
Defunct East African Community,'.

106. The Deed of Settlement was duly filed in the High Court on 21

september, 2005, (before Justice oriyo), and a consent Judgment
was entered for the plaintiffs (including the Applicants before this
court), in the form of a Decree. ln the Decree, the court made the
following orders:

"By consent of the parties, judgment is hereby entered for the
Plaintiffs as follows:

1. The Plaintiffs do and hereby do withdraw the

claims contained therein against the defendant

all the

5Pfr
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2. The defendant do pay to the 7 plaintiffs, the other beneficiaries on
Court record and to all other persons who were on the staff of the
former East African community and its institutions and
corporations on 3OJune 1grr, all claims as stated in page 3 of the
Deed of settlement to be made on the basis of the plaintiff,s and
other said payees' employment record,,.

107. lt is alleged that when the Respondent began to pay the ex-
employees, based on what "the Government considered to be their
lawful entitlements in accordance with the Deed of Setflement, and
therefore the orders of the court", a dispute arose between the
parties, as 5,598 of the 31,g31 ex-employees, including the
Applicants before this court. Those ex-employees ,,felt that the
payments made to them did not fully reflect what they were entiled to
under the Deed of Settlement". The parties confronted each other in
the High Court on several occasions.

108. on 15 october 2010, the 5,59g ex-employees filed an
application before the High court as they claim they were not
satisfied in the manner the Deed of Settlement was executed by the
Respondent, claiming that some of the 15 claims in the Deed were
not settled by the Respondent. The 5, 59g claimants, who include the
Applicants before this court, returned to the High court and applied
for a certificate of payment, for the execution of the Deed. The
matter was heard by Justi

ruling, he recused himself.

ile, but before he could deliverce
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109. lt is important to state here that by the time the matter went
before Justice Mwaikugile, the ctaimants were already divided into

two groups, due to internal differences. ln paragraph 7 of their Reply
to the Respondent's Response dated 4 April, 2013, the Applicants
provide this Court with the cause of the division, stating that "while

Karata Ernest and 6 others represented all the ex-EAC employees in

civil case No. 95/2003, they did not have the mandate of such
employees to negotiate a deed of settlement and withdraw Civil Case
No. 95/2003, this means that the Deed of setilement was signed
without the consent of all ex-EAC employees. That is what caused
the division of the complainants into two groups,,.

1 10. The Applicants argue that there was a difference in the relief
sought by the two groups. ln view of this, Justice Mwaikugile, decided
to name the two groups as payroll List 3A,comprising 2,6g1 ex_

employees, with a total craim of 416,166,090,304.30 ranzanian
shillings (TzsH), and payroll List 341 comprising 2,g1T ex-
employees, with a total claim of 2,12g,55g,653,941T7SH. According
to the Applicants, "while claimants of List 34 were claiming
underpayment, List 3A1 were claiming their basic entiilements, what
was paid by the Government was only one item, i.e. transportation,'.

111- Following the recusal of Justice Mwaikugile, the case was
assigned to Justice Utamwa of the same court. Justice Utamwa
heard the

incompete

n 9 November 2010, struck it out as being

nt
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112. ln the Applicants' Application dated 16 January 2012, they
submit that "the decision [of Justice Utamwa ] was not well received
by the Applicants. The heat, anger, mistrust and frustration it
generated was plainly reflected in the public statements to the
media".

113. Acting under section 4(3) of the Appellate Jurisdiction Act, Cap
141 R.E. 2002, the Court of Appeal called for the records of the High
Court on the case, "in order to satisfy itself as to the correctness,
legality or propriety of the findings or orders of the learned High Court
Judge or as to the regularity of the proceedings". The court of Appeal
considered the case as civil Revision No. 10 of 2010.

114. After hearing counsel for Respondent and Plaintiffs, the Court
of Appea! "quashed that part of the High Court ruling striking out the
application and ordered the substantive application to be heard on
merit as soon as possible but by another Judge... All said and done,
we find and hold that the High court had been properly moved to
issue a certificate under s.16 of the Act. The learned Judge
therefore, erred in law in failing to exercise his jurisdiction to hear and
determine the application on merit. That is why we did set aside his
order striking out the application for being incompetent and we
restore it and ordered that it be heard and determined forthwith by
another Judge". lt is important to state

did not examine the merits of the case.

e Court of Appeal

q,
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115. After the court of Appear Ruling, the case was assigned to
Justice Fauz Twaib of the High court. ln his ruling of 23 May 2011,

Justice Twaib stated that "... where there is proof that the full
payment according to the Court's order has been made, no certificate

should be issued... The rationale for this is clear: issuing a certificate

for amounts not currenfly due would not only be academic... but may

confuse matters and even result in wrongful payments being

made...".The learned Judge went on to state that "from the foregoing,

and on the basis of the material made available to me in this
application, there is no entiflement that remains unpaid by the
Respondent...lf anything, there was an overpayment to those whose
house allowance was wrongly included in their Annual pensionable

Emoluments...". He concluded by stating that "since my findings are
that there is no shortfall, the applicants cannot get what they are
seeking. This Court cannot issue the certificate sought. Therefore, I

hereby dismiss this application in its entirety,,.

116. According to the Respondent, after the ruling of Justice Twaib

of23 May 2011, the Applicants applied for leave of the High court on

6 June 2011 to appeal to the court of Appeal, and the application

was struck out on the basis of a defective affidavit. The Applicants
again applied to the High Court for leave for extension of time to file
an appeal, and the same was also struck out with cost, on 11

october, 2012. The Respondent submits further that, on 25 octobe
2012, the Applicants filed another application for extension of time to

'udt
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file their appeal to the court of Appeat, and this was scheduled for
mention on 19 March, 2013.

117. on 27 November, 2013, the court wrote to the parties

requesting them to provide information on the status of the case at
domestic level. The Applicant informed the Court by Ietter of 12

December that it has provided to the Court all relevant information
relating to the Application. The Respondent on its part informed the
court by letter of 30 December, 2013, that it was stiil tracing the
information requested.

118. The Applicants maintain that "there are no cases pending at the
High Court of the Tanzania relating to miscellaneous Civil Case No.

95.2003". They claim that the application filed by members of List 3A
have been struck out twice, the last time being on 11 october, 2012.

1 19. The Applicants argue further that when they appeared before
Justice Twaib, members of List 34 "came before the Judge with a
fresh payroll with a bigger sum asking him to substitute it for the one
that had passed through the bench of appeal court judges. The Judge
told them that he was not there to rule on a new thing other than what
was in the pact received from the supreme court...ln his ruling, the
Honourable Judge dismissed this fresh Application...,,. They argue
that "the ruling of Justice Fauz shows clearly that he only dismissed
the new payroll list delivered to him by Applicants of List 34 to be
substituted with the one in the pact presented to him by the court
Appeal bench to be determine forthwith. since he did not d

N(r
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what was in the pact from the Appeal court, the Government ought to
pay our terminal benefits as the ruling of Supreme Court directed in
page 15...".

120. The Applicants aver that they have written three letters to the
Court of Appeal seeking the issuance of a certificate of payment, and
the Court of Appeal responded that they should be patient. This Court
does not attach any weight to these letters.

121. The Court notes that the Applicants before this Court are part of
a group of former employees of the defunct East African Community
who were involved in Suit No. 95/2003 against the Respondent. The
Deed of settlement which was filed in the High court on 21

september, 2005 clearly states that "the defendant do pay to the 7
plaintiffs, the other beneficiaries on Court record and to ail other
persons who were on the staff of the former Easf African Community
and its institutions and corporations on 3TthJune 1g77...".

122. There is nothing before this Court to suggest that the Applicants
have dissociated themselves from the Suit. The Applicants brought
this Application before this Court as Karata Ernest and others v the
Attorney General of ranzania, the same tiile of suit No. gs/2003

which Respondent claims is still pending before Tanzanian Courts. lt
is only when Mr. Karata Ernest dissociated himself from the case
before this Court that App ght to change the tifle to Frank
David Omary and Others
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123. They have appeared before the Courts in Tanzania under one
suit - Suit No. 95/2005 since 2005. The division of the claimants at
the domestic level into two groups does not mean that the claimants
in the two lists were not part of the same case. The cause of action
remained the same, the parties remained the same and the reliefs
sought were identical.

124. The Applicants acknowledged in paragraph 7 of their Reply to
the Respondent's Response that the division was as a result of
internal bickering. For reasons of proper administration of justice the
court classified the two groups as List 3A and List 3A1, but within
one case. For all intents and purposes, this Court holds that the
Applicants are, and continue to be, part of suit No. 95/2003.

125. This Court observes that the Applicants do not show proof of an
end of the action before domestic Courts. Even if this Court were to
accept their arguments that they are a separate group and have a
different claim from the other claimants in Suit 95/2003, there is no
indication that they have exhausted local remedies. They argue that
although they appeared together before Justice Twaib, the latter,s
ruling of 23 May 2011, "only dismissed the new payroll list delivered
to him by Applicants on List 3A...", suggesting that the Judge did not
rule on the claim by claimants on List 3A1.

126. Even if this assertion is true, the Court is of the view that while
employees listed as List 3A have applied for leave to appeal to the
court of Appeal, ex-emproyees listed as List 3A1, who are Applica

000tgs
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before this Court, have not demonstrated what action they have taken
or attempted to take to either have the High Court rule on their own
claim or appeal to the court of Appeal. ln fact, Applicants do not
seem inclined to approach the court of Appeal. on page 5,
paragraphl of their Reply to the Respondent,s Response, they state
clearly that "the present Applicants did not find it useful to revert to
the court of Appeal which had previously ruled on the matter.
Moreover, the Applicants found it fit to resort to the African Union
through this Honourable court which, they believe is in the best
position to see that justice is not only done but also seen to be done,,.
They add that "in another surprising turn of events, Karata Ernest
have recently filed yet another chamber Application (No. 16stzo12)
purporting to prolong the life span of civil suit No. 95/2003. what is
even more intriguing is the fact that the Affidavit filed in support of
Chamber Summons No. 165t2012 bears the reference to Civil Case
No. 95/2003".

127. The above statement moves this court to draw two
conclusions: if the Applicants are part of suit No. 95/2003, the same
is still pending before domestic Courts and as such local remedies
have not been exhausted; if the Applicants are not part of suit No.
95/2003 pending at the domestic court, they have not taken their
matter to the Court of Appeal, after the ruling of the learned Justice
Twaib, on 23 May 2011. Their submission that they do not find it
useful to revert to the Court of Appeal on the grounds that the Court
had previously ruled on the matter is wrong

Appeal did not rule on the merits of the matter.
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128. The court of Appear simply "quashed that part of the High
Court ruling striking out the application and ordered fhe subs tantive
application to be heard on merit as soon as possrb le but by another
Judge... AI! said and done, we find and hotd that the High court had
been properly moved to issue a Certificate under s.16'of the Act. The
learned Judge therefore, erred in law in failing to exercise his
jurisdiction to hear and determine the application on merit. That is
why we did set aside his order striking out the application for being
incompetent and we restore it and ordered that it be heard and
determined forthwith by another Judge,,.

129 It is clear from the above quotation that the court of Appeal did
not examine the merits of the case

130. This court therefore conctudes that, either way, be lt as part of
Suit No. 95/2003 or separately, the Applicants have not complied with
the requirement under Article 56(5) with respect to claims for
compensation.

131- on the question of undue prolongation of the process, the
Applicants allege that the process has been unduly prolonged at the
domestic level. They claim in their Reply to the Respondent,s
Response that the Mediation Agreement for the payment of the
defunct EAC ex-employees was sign , and both Kenya and
Uganda had since paid their citizens.

BtL
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132. The Respondent did not address this point in its Response of 7
March, 2013. However, the court takes the view from the pleadings

that the matter commenced in the High court in 2oo3 and was
finalised in 2005 by the conclusion of a consent judgment between
the parties. ln the opinion of the court, the merits of the case was
determined in 2005, and what took the claimants back to Court was
the execution of the Deed of Setflement.

133. From the pleadings before this Court, it is clear that since 2003
when the case began in the domestic Courts, and especially after the
signing of the Deed of setflement in 2005, the delay.in the process

has been occasioned by internal bickering among the claimants.
Their Reply to the Respondent's Response, paragraph 1g supports
this conclusion. They submit that " ...in fact, for reasons explained
below...we would come to the conclusion that bearers of payroll 3A,
under the umbrella Ernest Karata and six others are subject to factor
of undue prolong delay, and one would wonder whether our
honourable Government had no hand on this,,.

134. There is no indication that proceedings at any stage of the case
have been unduly proronged in the domestic courts, and the
Applicants did not adduce any evidence to prove collusion between
the Respondent and the claimants of List 3A to ,protong the
procedure'. When the Court of Appeal realised the tension the case
had generated, it invoked its power under the Appellate Jurisdiction
Act to intervene, and when the case was referred back to the High
court, Justice Twaib disposed of it within two weeks, and t
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Applicants themselves were surprised at the speed with which he
disposed of the matter

135. The Court therefore rules that the local procedure in respect
this case has not been undury prolonged by the Respondent.

136. On the allegation of police brutality, the Respondent submits
that "there is no evidence to show whether these alleged victims or
applicants have pursued any available locat remedy against the
Government regarding allegations of police brutality which they have
complained about. Their letter to court dated 16th July, 2012...does
not point towards this direction',.

137 - The Applicants did not demonstrate any measures they took, or
attempted to take to exhaust local remedies. !n their Reply to the
Respondent's Response, they cite their submission of 16 July 2012 to
justify their exhaustion of local remedies. The said submission simply
described the incidents that took place on that day, and nothing is
said about any process initiated in Court. The Court therefore holds
that the Applicants have not exhausted local remedies with respect to
the allegations of police brutality.

138. On both counts therefore, that is, the claim for cclmpensation as
well as allegation of police brutality, the Co s that the
Applicants have not exhausted Iocal remedies.
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5.) objection to the admissibility of the Application on the
grounds of unreasonable delay in filing the Application

139. Article 56(G) of the charter requires that Application ,,Are

submitted within a reasonable period from the time local remedies are
exhausted or from the date the Commission is seized of the matter,,.

140- Having concluded that the Applicants have not exhausted local
remedies, in accordance with Article 56(5) of the Charter, this Court
does not find it necessary to pronounce itself on condition of
reasonable delay taid down under Article 56(6).

G. ) Applicants' request to expunge the Respondent,s Response
from the pleadings

141. on the Appricants request to expunge the Respondents
Response from the pleadings, the Court notes that the Respondent,s
Response was received at the Registry of the court on 11 March,
2013, four (4) days after the deadtine set by the court. The court
however, notes that the Response is dated 7 March 2013 and onry
arrived the Registry four days later by courier. For this reason,
although received four days later than the time set, the court
considers the Response as properly filed.

142. The court, having concluded that the Application is
inadmissible on the grounds that Applicants have not exhausted local
remedies, decides that this matter will not be considered on its m
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On Costs

143 The Respondent prays this court to order the Applicants to pay

its cost

144. The Court notes that Rule 30 of the Rules of Court provides

that "unless otherwise decided by the Court, each party shall bear its
own costs"- Taking into account all the circumstances of this case,
the court is of the view that each party shall bear its cost.

145. On these grounds,

The Court:

1. on its jurisdiction, by majority of nine (g) to one (1), Justice
Ouguergouz dissenting :

i. overrules the Respondent's objection to its jurisdiction;

ii. Declares that it has jurisdiction to hear the Application;

2. Unanimously, declines the Applicants' request to expunge from the
pleadings, the Respondent's Response e Application on the
grounds that it was filed out of time.
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3. On the admissibility of the Application, unanimously:

i. Overrules the Respondent's objection to the admissibility of the

Application based on the identity of the Applicants;

ii. Overrules the Respondent's objection to the admissibility of the

Application based on the incompatibility of the Application with the

constitutive Act of the African Unioh and the charter;
iii. Overrules the Respondent's objection to the admissibility of the

Application on the grounds that the Application is based

exclusively on information disseminated from the mass media;

iv. Sustains the Respondent's objection to the admissibility of the
Application due to Applicants' failure to exhaust local remedies

with respectto alleged violations relating to claims

forcompensation;

v. Sustains the Respondent's objection to the admissibility of the
Application due to failure to exhaust loca! remedies with respect to
the alleged police brutality;

4. Declares this Application inadmissible

5. ln accordance with Rule 30 of the Rules of court , each party shall
bear its own cost.
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Signed:

Sophia A.B. AKUFFO, president -

Bernard M. NGOEPE, Vice- president

G6rard NIYUNGEKO, Judge

Fatsah OUGUERGOUZ Judge Fa
Duncan TAMBALA, Judge kfuill,{.

Elsie N. THOMPSON, Judge

Sylvain ORE, Judge

El Hadji cUlSSE, Judge

Ben KIOKO, Judge

Kimelabalou ABA, Jud

Robert ENO, Registrar

ge; and

Done in Arusha, this Twenty-Eighth dayof the month of March, in the year
Two Thousand and Fourteen, in English and French, the English text being
authoritative.

Pursuant to Article 28(7)of the Protocol and Rule 60(5)of the Rules of
Court, the individualal opinion of Justice Ouguergouz is appended to this
Judgment.
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